
Practice Problems

work - joules
power = watts
acceleration = m/s2
Force = newtons
Velocity = m/s in a specific directiott
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Section 2: Speed fvelocity is speed with direction) and Acceleration
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1. Find the velocity of a truck that travels
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Z. Find the speed of a bicyclist who took an hour and a half to travel 10 kilometers.
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3. If a runner maintains a constant speed

marathon race of lJ.l miles'l 
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les/hour. how long will it take to complete a half

A heliurn balloon is carried by the wind at a constant speed of 10.17 mph. How far did the balloon
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of 12 mi
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Units: energy = joules
Weight = newtons
Height = meters
Mass = kilograms
Speed = m/s

2. A cinder block is sitting on a platform 20 m high. It
Calculateit. i)E= t1)Xf\

lqN X ao-r\ = t58oJ

Section l.: Calculating Potential and Kinetic Energy

Forrnuia: Potential energy = weight x height (FE =W x HJ
Kinetic energy = % [Mass x VelocityzJ or [K.E. =1./2mv2)

You serve volleyball with a mass af 2.1kg. The ball leaves your hand with a speed of 30 m/s.
The ball has K."edL energy. Catculate it. K E = t" (m X \J ,'l:b rxo-,&o; ;,) iQ!:g
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75 miles north in 2.5 hours.
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rraveling t#,,r. what is his acceteration? bl lr: 3r\r = . 3E i *YF B= LJ-s
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6. A soccer player is running uJ#*rr. He then stumbles over an opponent's foot falling and rolling to a
, stop. This took 4 seconds. What was his acceleration?
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Section 3: Force

F = fn'A ft=

1.HowmuchforceisneededtoacceIerateamaSSof160kgby2m/s2?h
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2. How much force is required to accelerate a 5 kg mass at 20 m/:r?, --F=nfi& z fr3x &;ojrr=@C
3. What is the acceleration of a 10 k
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,rce of 56N and ac&leration of 7 m/s2. what is the4. Given a force of 56N and accVlerati
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5. Find the acceleration of the 2 kg block in the
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Section 4: Work
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Section 5 Power

3. If a rumer exerts 350J of work to make l25W of power, then horv long did it take the runner to do
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2. A force of 15 newtons is used to push a box along the floor a distance of 3 meters. much y0*_-
wasdone? 

[a) : Fx r) = t5P X SrY\:
3. It took 50 joules to push a chair 5 meters acrgEg -With what force was the chair pushed?
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l. A watermelon weighing 10 newton is iifted 2 meters. How&glh-work-is.{hne?[)= trx D lcnrXerY-= Lea.[,)
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4. A force of 100 Newtons was necessary to lift a rock. A total of 150 joules of work was done. How
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2. How much work is done in order to cook a bag of popcorn in a 500-watt microwave oven

{.!=?x-[ 5ccu: X 5,5 rnu.\, &7so;for 5.5 minutes?
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